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Abstract 

The problem of video anomaly detection has drawn lots of attention in the recent past for 

the researchers in both the computer vision and the multimedia communities. By an 

anomalous region in an image or video, we mean a region with some suspicious event or 

action. There have been many methods proposed to detect an anomalous activity which 

are discussed in this thesis briefly. In this thesis work, the concept of saliency has been 

used as a cue in the model proposed to detect a video anomaly.  Saliency, as it means is 

something that puts itself into attention and naturally human gaze is easilymore 

concentrated on a visually salient region. Saliency detection techniques can be used 

fordiverse applications e.g. anomaly detection, suspicious activity detection, object shape 

detectionand in general for modeling of human gaze. So the basic idea of the proposed 

work is based on the fact that an anomalous event or activity will be salient or highlighted 

than other normal activities going around in the same scenario, and will thus catch human 

attention. This thesis work uses motion context to detect an anomaly. Further, the motion 

cue is extracted from two different approaches, one from pixel level optical flow and the 

other from superpixel level saliency map. The two motion cues are then fused together 

which gives a combined motion description of each individual. 3D-DCT is used for 

object association between frames and stable individuals, called observers are stored. The 

motion variation of these observers with its neighbors across frames is observed and if 

the value is greater than a certain threshold, the frame is declared as an anomalous frame. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

 

 

This chapter provides a synopsis of the thesis. In section 1.1, the problem 

of video anomaly detection is introduced, where first an outline of video 

anomaly is put in followed by a brief of the problem. Section 1.2 gives an 

overview of video saliency and its utility in detecting anomalies. The 

motivation behind the thesis is listed in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 presents 

the key contributions of the thesis. Finally, the chapter is concluded with 

an overview of the organization of the thesis in Section 1.5. 
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1.1 Video Anomaly Detection 

 At present,the World is drowning in the deluge of data that are being collected, 

but also at the same time we are starving for information and knowledge from them. 

However the data collected are not always normal; there may be some data that can lead 

to crucial patterns or activities. The study of these patterns is more comfortable if the data 

obtained is in the form of video.   

 1.1.1 What is Anomaly? 

 Anomaly is a pattern in the data that does not correspond to the expected 

behavior.It is also referred to as outliers, exceptions, peculiarities, surprise, etc. [2]. 

Anomalous events occur relatively infrequently.Nevertheless when they do occur their 

consequences can be quite dramatic and mostly in a negative sense. Anomaly detection is 

an important problem that has been researched within diverse research areas and 

application domains [16], [21]-[24]. Many anomaly detection techniques are application 

specific whereas many of them are more generic. 
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Figure 1: A simple example of anomalies in a two-dimensional data set. 

 

 

Figure 1 illustrates anomalies in a simple two-dimensional data set. The data has two 

normal regions, N1 and N2, since most observations lie in these two regions. Points that 

are sufficiently far away from these regions, for example, points o1 and o2, and points in 

region O3, are anomalies [1]. 

 An aboveboard anomaly detection approach is to define a region which represents 

a normal behavior and then adjudge any data as anomaly that does not correspond to the 

normal region. But there are many factors that impede this simple approach of anomaly 

detection technique: 

 A perfect normal region cannot be defined that comprehends every possible 

normal behavior. Also the boundary between normal and anomalous region may 

not be precise and hence detection of the observations near the boundary becomes 

difficult. 
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 A major issue is the availability of the labeled data for training of models used by 

the anomaly detection techniques. 

 The data may sometimes contain noise and hence normal data added with noise 

may be mistaken as anomalous data or even anomalous observations may appear 

normal, thus making it difficult to define a normal behavior and also to detect an 

anomaly. 

 In many fields the normal behavior keeps developing / evolving and hence a 

current definition of normal behavior might not be sufficient to illustrate the 

future normal behavior. 

 The exact definition of anomaly varies for different application domains. A small 

deviation in medical domain might be considered as an anomaly, whereas the 

same fluctuation might be considered as normal in the stock market domain. Thus 

a technique developed for anomaly detection in one domain cannot be applied on 

another domain. 

 

 Thus, the anomaly detection problem is not easy to solve in its most general form. 

Most of the existing techniques solve a particular specification of the problem. The 

various factors on which the formulation of the problem depends are nature of the data, 

availability of labeled data, type of anomaly to be detected and so on. These factors are 

determined by the application domain in which the anomaly is to be detected. Concepts 

from many diverse disciplines such as statistics, machine learning, data mining, 

information theory, spectral theory have been adopted and applied them to specific 
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problem formulations. The key components associated with an anomaly detection 

technique have been shown in Figure 2.   

 

 

Figure 2: Key components of an anomaly detection technique. 

 

1.1.2  Video Anomaly Detection 

 Video has always been a better and enriched source of information. We all are 

aware of the fact that the criminal activities are increasing all over the world, and thus the 
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CCTV video footagesare of great importancein places like ATMs, busy roads, shops, 

railway stations, airports, research centers etc. where security is a major issue. The 

information obtained from a surveillance video is useful in detecting the suspicious 

activity or events and may sometimes even detect a suspicious person.  However, manual 

detection of such activities from those videos is a cumbersome task. Hence a model is 

necessary which can automatically detect an anomaly and points out the instant at which 

the suspicious activity has occurred.Therequirementof developing such a model has made 

the surveillance domain as one of the most researched fields in computer vision. 

  
(a) Wheelchair (b) Biker 

  
(c) Skater (d) Car 

Figure 3: Examples of anomalous activities shown in four different cases where 

(a)Wheelchair (b)Biker (c) Skater (d) Car are seen in the walkways. 
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 The main aspect to look for while solving video anomaly detection [25]-[28] 

problem is the motion context or modeling the motion patterns. The main problem is to 

detect the anomalous frames of a video with high density crowd scenes using the motion 

context of stable individuals (called observers) obtained from the temporal saliency map. 

To solve this problem, one may have to complete the following major objectives: 

a) The first task is to detect all the pedestrians in a given frame. 

b) Secondly, from the temporal saliency map the saliency weight of each individual 

is to be obtained. Variations of these weights of the observers with its 

neighborhoodsmust be studied between two consecutive frames.If the variation is 

above a certain threshold, the particular frame should be declared as an 

anomalous frame.  

1.2 Video Saliency 

 A video can be looked upon as many still images which are mutually correlated to 

each other. Such consecutive images shown with a definite frame rate would appear as a 

video to an observer. The human visual system can process 10 to 12 separate images per 

second as distinct individual images, and sequences at higher rates are perceived as 

motion [3].Usually, the human visual system does not look at every object in a visual 

scene but it automatically seeks prominent regions and movements to reduce search 

efforts [4]. Thus the salient regions and the salient actions in videos attract human 

attention more than the non-prominent regions.  
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 Saliency may be defined on the grounds of region dependent features like color, 

texture and luminance or dynamic features like motion, velocity corresponding to both 

magnitude and direction. Generally, the modeling of saliency for videos includes both the 

static and dynamic features. The basic doctrine of detection in most of the saliency 

models is to extract the static features first and then use them to extract the dynamic 

features. The final saliency detection is obtained by combining the extracted static and 

dynamic features. The consequence of video saliency is not just to make a decision about 

an object to be salient or non-salient, but it is equally important to set a membership/ 

score of saliency of the objects, i.e. the detected salient objects have a ranking/ score/ 

weight based on saliency. This marking of the ranks of the salient objects completes the 

model of saliency. The human brain not only determines a salient object in a visual scene 

but also assigns a rank of the saliency. To model this ranking scheme of salient objects in 

an algorithm, a stochastic model for visually salient regions is required [5]. Such a model 

will depend on various factors affecting the human visual process. Finally, an 

optimization process is required that integrate these factors and then a logical 

combination strategy combines them all. Thus the problem of saliency detection can be 

thought of as a problem of multi-criteria optimization problem.  

1.3 Motivation 

 The concept of anomaly detection has wide range of applications in the field of 

image processing. The anomaly detection techniques that deal with images are either 

concerned with any changes in an image over time, i.e. motion detection or in regions 
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that appear abnormal on the static image. Many specific problems have been researched 

in this domain that includes satellite imagery [6]-[10], digit recognition [11], 

spectroscopy [12]-[15], mammographic image analysis [16]-[17], and video surveillance 

[18]-[20]. The anomalies are caused due to motion, or insertion of a foreign object, or 

instrumentation errors. The data has spatial as well as temporalfeatures. Each data point 

has a few continuous attributes such as color, lightness, texture, and luminance and so 

on.The concerning anomalies are either anomalous points corresponding to point 

anomalies or particular regions in the images corresponding to contextual anomalies. 

 One of the key challenges in this domain is the large size of the input data. Online 

anomaly detection techniques are required while dealing with video data that can detect 

anomalies in real-time scenarios. Some anomaly detection techniques used in this domain 

are regression [10], [12], Bayesian networks [20], support vector machines [13], neural 

networks [6], [8], [11], [14], [18], mixture of models [7], [16], [17], Clustering [15], 

nearest neighbor-based techniques [7], [19].  

 Although anomaly detection has attracted the attention of researchers in the 

computer vision and multimedia fields for quite a long time, most of the research works 

have been conducted on still images, taking care of only the features of static nature viz. 

color, texture, orientation and luminance or on videos where the crowd density is 

relatively low. Abnormal behavior detection in the high density crowd scenes in a video 

is always a challenging problem in the field of computer vision. There has been very few 

research works done on videos with high density crowd scenes. 
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 The manual detection of any anomalous event or activity in a surveillance video 

footage is a tedious and cumbersome job. Also most of the surveillance videos require the 

anomaly to be detected at the instant when it occurred. Thus designing a model which can 

directly detect the anomalous event or suspicious activity in no time is necessary. This is 

the main motivation that led me to work in this type of problem.   

1.4 Key Contribution to the Thesis 

 The motion context of each individual is extracted from the temporal saliency 

map obtained from a superpixel levelsaliency model. This further helps in developing the 

relational motion pattern between any two individuals called as connecting weight. The 

motion cue thus obtained is fused with the motion information extracted from pixel level 

optical flow model. This fused weight describes the motion context between any two 

individuals in a frame, which acts as the primary information in anomaly detection. 

1.5 Organization of the Thesis 

 The rest of the thesis is organized into following four chapters: Chapter 

2provides thedetailed description of „saliency‟. The chapter includes description of the 

term „saliency‟ in the field of computer vision. This chapter also illustrates video saliency 

briefly and finally ends with a detailed description of the saliency map.Chapter 3covers 

the description of the proposed solution with details of each block that constitutes the 

proposed anomaly detection model. This chapter provides the necessary theoretical 

background of each block, its mathematical implementation and its usage in the thesis 
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work. Chapter 4 illustrates the dataset on which the model is implemented, the 

parameter settings, computing platform and finally the results obtained after each block. 

The chapter ends with a comparison of the proposed model with some previous methods. 

Chapter 5concludes the thesis indicating some directions of future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Video Saliency 

 

 

 

This chapter provides an overview of video saliency which helps as a cue 

in the detection of video anomaly. Section 2.1 illustrates the basic of 

saliency. Usefulness of saliency in the field of computer vision is explained 

in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 deals with video saliency and finally the 

saliency map is illustrated in Section 2.4 where two approaches of 

saliency are introduced. 
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2.1 What is Saliency? 

 The term salience or saliency of any item refers to having a quality that thrusts 

itself into attention. Saliency typically arises from contrasts between items and their 

neighborhood, such as a pedestrian walking along the wrong side of the road or a vehicle 

moving in a no entry zone. Saliency detection is considered to be a 

key attentional mechanism that facilitates learning and survival by enabling organisms to 

focus their limited perceptual and cognitive resources on the most pertinent subset of the 

available sensory data. The part which is salient can be influenced by training, for 

example, particular letters can become salient for human subjects by training [5]-[6].   

 The hippocampus participates in the assessment of salience and context using past 

memories to filter new incoming stimuli; placing those that are most important into long 

term memory. The entorhinal cortex is the pathway into and out of the hippocampus. 

 The term “saliency” is broadly used in the study of perception and cognition to 

refer to any aspect of a stimulus that stands out from the rest. Salience may be the result 

of emotional, motivational or cognitive factors and is not necessarily associated with 

physical factors such as intensity, clarity or size.  

2.2 Computer Vision and Saliency 

 Computer vision is a field that includes methods for acquiring, processing, 

analyzing, and understanding images and, in general, high-dimensional data from the real 

world in order to produce numerical or symbolic information, e.g., in the forms of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attention
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perception
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/sensation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippocampus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entorhinal
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decisions [8]-[10]. The basic problem in most of the computer vision tasks can be defined 

as extraction of “significant” descriptions from images or image sequences. The Human 

Visual System (HVS) uses a combination of image driven data and certain prior models 

in its processing. Visual saliency is a broad term that refers to the idea that certain parts 

of a scene are distinctive. It is shown in Figure 4 the different part(s) that are considered 

as visually salient.  

 

 

Figure 4: Salient parts shown in four different pictures. 

 

 In the first picture of the Figure 4, the green square is distinct visually among all 

the red squares. The white circle in the second picture among other black circles, 

differently oriented marks in the third picture and the circular dot among other 

rectangular boxes in the fourth picture are visually distinct. All of these pictures are 

immediately drawing attraction. 
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2.3 What is Video Saliency? 

 Video is defined as recording, reproducing, or broadcasting of moving visual 

images. Video has consistently been the preferred medium for most people as it gives 

information in both audio and visual mode thus enriching the content delivery. As the 

field of digital multimedia is continuously advancing a lot of information is widely 

available in digital form such as television shows and movies. The advancement of the 

digital domain has led to the development of network bandwidth and cloud 

technology.So, the use of digital video recorder such as camcorders, digital cameras and 

smart phones has multiplied which in turn has added to the availability of enriched video 

information. This advancement has also helped to accelerate the pace of research in the 

field of video processing in several angles.   

 Our attention is attracted to visually salient stimuli. It is important for a biological 

system to quickly detect potential prey, predators, or mates in a littered visual world. 

However, due to the computational complexity it is a daunting task to simultaneously 

identify any and all interesting targets in one's visual field even by best of the biological 

brains [1]. One basic solution adopted is to limit the complex object recognition process 

to a smaller area or to limit the recognition to few objects at any one time. Thus many 

objects or areas in the visual scene can then be processed one after the other. This process 

of visual scene operation was inspired through mechanisms of visual attention, where a 

common but somewhat inaccurate metaphor for attention is that of a virtual spotlight, 

switching to and spotlighting different sub-regions of the visual world, so that one region 

at a time can be subjected to more detailed and accurate visual analysis [2]-[4].The 
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inability to fully process all the regions in parallel might be solved by visual attention. 

But, this too may produce a problem as of which sub-region or target of attention to be 

selected. Visual saliency helps the brain to achieve a reasonably efficient selection. 

Human brain has evolved to quickly compute saliency in an automatic way and in real-

time over the entire visual field. Visual attention is then pulled towards salient visual 

locations.  

 Visual saliency is sometimes cavalierly described as a physical property of a 

visual stimulus. Saliency is the consequence of an interaction of a stimulus with other 

stimuli, as well as with a visual system, whether biological or artificial. As a straight-

forward example, a color-blind person will have a dramatically different experience of 

visual saliency than a person with normal color vision, even when both look at exactly 

the same physical scene as shown in Figure 5 below. 

 

 

One bar in the array of bars strongly pops-out and immediately 

attracts attention effortlessly. Many studies have suggested that in 

simple displays like this, no scanning occurs: Attention is 

immediately drawn to the salient item, no matter how many other 

items called distractors are present in the display [2], [7]. This 

suggests that the image is processed in parallel (all at once) to 

determine saliency at every location and to orient towards the most 

salient location. 

Figure 5: Video Saliency Example 1. 

 

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/File:VisualSalience_ColorPopout.png
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The vertical bar is visually salient. As compared to the above 

example, local visual properties of a given item do not 

determine how perceptually salient the item will be; rather, 

looking at a given item within its surrounding context is crucial. 

Comparing the red bar in the top-left corner of this image to the 

salient bar in the image above: both bars are red and both have 

similar local appearances. Yet the one in the top-left corner here 

has low saliency and attention is much more strongly attracted to 

the more salient vertical bar, while the red bar in the above image 

is highly salient. 

Figure 6: Video Saliency Example 2. 

2.4 The Saliency Map 

 The groundwork of saliency map can be found from Feature Integration Theory 

[2]. It consists of the following elements (Figure 7): 

(i) A representation composed of a set of feature maps, computed in parallel, 

permitting separate representations of several stimulus characteristics. 

(ii) A topographic saliency map where each location encodes the combination of 

properties across all feature maps as a conspicuity measure. 

(iii) A selective mapping into a central non-topographic representation, through 

the topographic saliency map, of the properties of a single visual location.  

(iv) A winner-take-all (WTA) network implementing the selection process based 

on one major rule: conspicuity of location (minor rules of proximity or 

similarity preference are also suggested).  

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/File:VisualSalience_OrientationPopout.png
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(v) Inhibition of this selected location that causes an automatic shift to the next 

most conspicuous location. Feature maps code conspicuity within a particular 

feature dimension. 

 The saliency map combines information from each of the feature maps into a 

global measure where points corresponding to one location in a feature map project to 

single units in the saliency map. Saliency at a given location is determined by the degree 

of difference between that location and its surround. 

 

 

Figure 7: The Saliency Map Model as originally conceived by Koch & Ullman 1985. 
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 2.4.2 Bottom-Up Approach 

 The essence of visual saliency is a bottom-up, stimulus-driven signal that 

announces a particular location to be sufficiently different from its surroundings so that it 

becomes worthy of our attention. This bottom-up [13] recipe of attention towards salient 

locations can be strongly modulated or even sometimes overridden by top-down, user-

driven factors [11]-[12]. Thus, a lone red object in a green field will be salient and will 

attract attention in a bottom-up manner. The attention mechanism is led by regions of 

contrast in an image i.e. features like color, intensity and orientation. This does not 

require pre-acquired knowledge of objects and is very much task and goal independent. 

 2.4.3 Top-Down Approach 

 On the other hand, if we are looking through a bag for a red ball, amidst objects of 

many vivid colors, no one color may be especially salient until the top-down desire to 

find the red ball renders all red objects, whether balls or not, more salient.The top down 

approach [11]-[12] is biased on the visual processing or attention derived from the 

requisites of the task at hand. However, even when the target selection approach is based 

on top-down control, the ability of finding the target is dependent on the bottom-up 

stimulus factors, especially the visual similarity of targets to non-targets. The attention 

mechanism is led by the knowledge of the visual appearance of objects or features, etc. of 

the target.  The context of the scene guides our attention to the regions having high 

chance of containing target objects. This approach is task and goal dependent [14]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Video Anomaly Detection 
 

 

 

This chapter deals with the proposed solution of the video anomaly detection 

problem. At first, some of the related works in this domain has been pointed out 

and then each component of the pipeline has been well illustrated with its 

theoretical background, the mathematics involved and its usage. 
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3.1 Related Work 

 Based on the definition of crowd abnormality, recent approaches [1], [7]–[9], 

[15], [16], [17]–[22] of anomaly detection for crowd scenes can be categorized into two 

classes. 

 1)Trajectory-based techniques:The abnormal trajectories are prone to show  

 much lower occurring frequency than the normal ones. 

 2) Motion-based techniques:The abnormal crowd has dramatic motion patterns 

 compared with the normal one. 

 For the first group of techniques, some knowledge of trajectories obtained from 

the normal situation is learned and then the abnormal trajectory is determined according 

to the learned rules [9], [17], [21], [22], [35]. For example, in Cheng and Hwang‟s work 

[9],adaptive particle sampling and Kalman filtering was used to resolve the occlusion and 

object segmentation error, and then the reliable trajectory types were obtained. Trajectory 

classification was used to localize the abnormal event.Some techniques also exploit the 

trajectory from particle or feature point level. For example, Wu et al. [1] used chaotic 

invariant features of Lagrangian particle trajectories to model the abnormal crowd 

patterns.But each representative particle here needs exhaustive tracking. In order to 

extract the normal/abnormal crowd patterns Cui et al. [8] tracked the interest points to 

calculate the interaction energy potentials (IEP), which explicitly exploited the 

relationships among a group of people. The feature representation of different patterns 

was analyzed and then the abnormality was declared by SVM classifier. The most direct 

inspiration of thispaper was proposed by Ge et al. [16] in the approach for crowd 
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structure exploitation. Each individual was tracked robustly; then the crowd groups were 

discovered by analyzing the relationships of trajectories. These trajectory-based methods 

have explicitly used high-level semantics for defining abnormality but they are always 

infeasible and computationally expensive for tracking each individual.  

 As for the second group of methods, optical flow (OF) variation [48]-[50], [7], 

[20]or pixel/blob change [15], [23], [52] are usually employed to explore motion patterns. 

Motion–pattern based methods nowadays hold the main part in the crowd anomaly 

detection literatures because of its ability to deal with high crowd density images. For 

example, a multiscale histogram of optical flow was proposed by Cong et al. [7] to 

represent the motion patterns for image sequences. The reconstruction error was 

computed with the trained sparse dictionary and the abnormality was detected by the 

motion patterns with large reconstruction cost. A streakline technique was proposed by 

Mehran et al. [49] to compute the crowd flow. The obtained streak flows were analyzed 

and the abnormal motion pattern was detected by a SVM predictor. Also, the social force 

model (SF) is another hot technique proposed recently for motion modeling in abnormal 

crowd detection. Through the estimation of the particle OF with SF, Latent Dirichlet 

allocation (LDA) [50] or other analyzers [18] can explicitly distinguish the 

normal/abnormal motion patterns.The mixture of probabilistic principle component 

analysis (MPPCA) was utilized by Kim and Grauman [37] to model the local OF. Then, 

the anomaly was predicted by adopting the modeled motion patterns. A spatio-temporal 

Laplacian eigenmap was proposed by Thida et al. [51] to extract the crowd activities. 

This was done by learning  spatio-temporal variations of local motions in an embedded 
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space. An anomaly detection method was proposed by Li et al. [38] which were 

constructed by a mixture of dynamic texture (MDT) model. Spatial normalcy 

implemented by a center-surround discriminant saliency detector and a hierarchical 

model was combined for updating MDT to hierarchical MDT (H-MDT) [39]. The 

potential destinations and divergent centers was introduced by Wu et al. [20] to 

characterize the crowd motion in both the presence and absence of escape events. In 

every frame,these motion-based anomaly detection methods were usually needed to 

exhaustively sample image patches. The crowd context is extracted by analyzing the 

temporal appearance variation in these patches. Thus, this procedure also includes high 

computational cost.  

 The main emphasis of crowd anomaly detection techniques ison modeling motion 

patterns. But, one universal limitation of the two categories is that labeled data should be 

available to train the normal/abnormal pattern. However, this assumption is difficult to be 

satisfied in practical applications. 

3.2 Overview of the pipeline 

 In this thesis, an anomaly crowd detection method is designed whose main 

components are briefly described below and the algorithm of the proposed model is given 

in Table 4 at the end of this chapter.  

 3.2.1 Pedestrian Detection: 

 If a video sequence is given, the thesis uses the pedestrian detection 

algorithm proposed by Dalal et. al.[10], which uses Histogram of Gradients 
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(HOG) and Support vector machine (SVM) for extracting each target of the crowd 

and thenthe obtained targets are marked by rectangular regions of different sizes. 

3.2.2 Structural Context Description: 

 The visual contextual information of the individuals in the crowd are 

extracted by a structural contextual descriptor (SCD) described in the work of 

Yuan et. al. [33]. The PEF-PIF model in solid-state physics is used to establish 

the relation between an examined target and its neighbors. This relationship helps 

in the determination of a weight measuring the motion difference computed by 

SHOF. 

 3.2.3 Saliency Motion Description: 

 The motion context of the individuals is extracted from the saliency values 

of the temporal saliency maps obtained from a superpixel level saliency model 

using local graph construction and graph matching. The weight between an 

examined target and its neighbors is then calculated by Hausdorff distance metric. 

 3.2.4 Object Association using 3D-DCT: 

 It is difficult to explicitly model the appearance change for the target 

association. The work is however not of tracking, but of associating targets and 

finding stable individuals called observers. This context based object tracking 

shows the way for the SCD and SMD variation computation. 
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 3.2.5 Fusion of SCD and SMD: 

 The motions context or weights obtained by each of these two methods are 

fused using a fusion technique thus providing information of motion of an 

individual using two cues namely optical flow and saliency map. The fused 

weight and the fused feature vector are then used for computing the SCD and 

SMD variation of the observers obtained from 3D-DCT model. 

 3.2.6 Anomaly Detection: 

 This step is used for detecting anomaly by the spatial and temporal 

analysis of SCD and SMD variation. The number of targets in each frame may not 

be same always; hence it causes different SCD dimensions in adjacent frames. 

Thus, Earth mover‟s distance (EMD) [28] is used to compute the SCD and SMD 

variations because it can analyze the similarity of two distributions with different 

dimensions. 

3.3 Pedestrian Detection 

 Pedestrian detection is an essential and important task in any intelligent video 

surveillance system, as it provides the basic information for semantic understanding of 

the video footages. It has an extensive application in automotive applications due to its 

potential for improving safety systems. Pedestrian detection is a key problem in computer 

vision, and has several applications including robotics, surveillance and automotive 

safety [2]. 
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 Detecting people in images is a problem that has been a significant topic of 

research for a long time [3]-[6], [10]. In the recent past, there has been a surge of interest 

in pedestrian detection [11]-[14]. Pedestrian detection techniques that can produce more 

accurate results would have immediate and far reaching impact to applications such as 

surveillance, robotics, assistive technology for the visually impaired, content based 

indexing, advanced human machine interfaces and automotive safety.   

 There are various challenges that hinder the pedestrian detection techniques such 

as various style of clothing in appearance, different possible articulations, presence of 

occluding objects, and frequent occlusion between pedestrians.Despite the challenges, 

pedestrian detection is still an active research area in computer vision in recent years. 

Numerous approaches have been proposed over the years for pedestrian detection. 

 In this thesis the model used for pedestrian detection is training the detector using 

local feature descriptor viz. histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and then a classifier 

viz. support vector machines (SVM) is used to classify the objects according to the 

features obtained. 

 3.3.1 Histogram of Gradients 

 Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is a feature descriptor used in computer 

vision and image processing fields for the purpose of object detection. The occurrences of 

gradient orientation in localized portions of an image are counted by this technique. The 

main concept behind the histogram of oriented gradients descriptor is that the local object 

appearance and shape within an image can be depicted by the distribution of intensity 
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gradients or edge directions. The image is first divided into small regions that are 

connected and these are called cells. A histogram of gradient directions is compiled for 

the pixels within each cell. The final descriptor is the concatenation of these histograms. 

The contrast of the local histograms can be normalized by calculating a measure of the 

intensity across a larger region of the image, called a block. This normalized contrast 

value is then used to normalize all cells within the block, thus improving accuracy. This 

normalization provides better invariance to changes in illumination and shadowing. 

 The HOG descriptor holds key advantages over other descriptors. As it operates 

on local cells, it is invariant to photometric and geometric transformations, except for 

object orientation. These changes would only be accountable in large spatial regions. As 

long as the pedestrians maintain a roughly upright position the coarse spatial sampling, 

fine orientation sampling, and strong local photometric normalization allows the 

individual body movement of pedestrians to be ignored. The HOG descriptor is thus very 

much suited particularly for human detection in images [10]. 

The different steps involved in extracting features using HOG are: 

 (a) Gradient Computation:In any image pre-processing, the first step of 

computation in many feature detectors is to ensure normalized color and gamma values. 

However, this normalization step can is not required in HOG descriptor computation, as 

Dalal and Triggs pointed out in their work [10] that the ensuing descriptor normalization 

essentially achieves the same result. Thus the performance of HOG descriptor is hardly 

affected by image pre-processing. The first step of HOG descriptor calculation is the 
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computation of the gradient values. The basic method is to apply the 1-D centered, point 

discrete derivative mask in the horizontal direction or vertical direction or both. This 

method basically requires filtering the color or intensity data of the image with the 

following filter kernels:   1 0 1  and  1 0 1
T

 .  

 Several other complex masks such as 3x3 Sobel mask or diagonal masks can also 

be used but these masks performs poorly in detecting humans in images [10]. Gaussian 

smoothing can also be applied ahead of the derivative mask, but it was found that it 

performed better without any smoothing term [10].  

 (b) Orientation binning: The next step is creation of the cell histograms. Based 

on the values found in the gradient computation each pixel within the cell gives a 

weighted vote for an orientation-based histogram channel. The cells can either be 

rectangular or radial in shape. The histogram channels are evenly spread over 0 to 180 

degrees if the gradient is “unsigned” or over 0 to 360 degrees if the gradient is “signed”. 

The best performance is achieved in human detection experiments if unsigned gradients 

are used with 9 histogram channels [10]. As far as the vote weight is considered, each 

pixel contributes either the gradient magnitude itself, or some function of the magnitude. 

However, best results are obtained when the gradient magnitude itself is used. Many 

other options are available for casting vote that includes the square root or square of the 

gradient magnitude, or even some clipped modification of the magnitude [10]. 

 (c) Descriptor Blocks: Each cell consists of a group of pixels; these cells are then 

grouped together into larger, spatially connected blocks so that the gradient strengths are 
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locally normalized to account for the changes in illumination and contrast. In this way the 

components of the normalized cell histograms are obtained from all the block regions. 

The concatenated vector of all these components forms the HOG descriptor. Typically, 

these blocks overlap thus ensuring that each cell contributes more than once to the 

formation of the final descriptor. There exist two main block geometries: rectangular R-

HOG blocks and circular C-HOG blocks.In this thesis rectangular R-HOG blocks have 

been used. R-HOG blocks are basically square grids, presented by three parameters: the 

number of pixels per cell, the number of pixels per cell, and the number of channels per 

cell histogram. For human detection the optimal parameters are found to be four 8x8 

pixels cells per block, 4 cells constitute a block i.e. 16x16 pixels per block and 9 

histogram channels [10]. In order to weight the pixels less around the edge of the blocks, 

a Gaussian spatial window is applied within each block before calculating the histogram 

votes which gives a little improvement in the performance. 

 (d) Block Normalization: The final step is the block normalization. There are 

four different methods used for block normalization [10].  Let the non-normalized 

vector containing all histograms in a given block be denoted by v , the k-norm of v  be 

denoted by 
k

v  for 1,2k  and e  is some small constant. The normalization factor f can 

then be defined by any one of the following: 

L2-norm: 
2 2

2

v
f

v e
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L2-hys: Clipping the L2-norm such that maximum values of v  be limited to 0.2  

 and normalizing again [36]. 

L1-norm: 
 1

v
f

v e



 

L1-sqrt: 
 1

v
f

v e



 

 Experimentally, it is found that the L2-hys, L2-norm, and L1-sqrt schemes give 

similar performance, while the L1-norm gives slightly less reliable performance. 

Generally, all of the four methods give significant improvement over the non-normalized 

data [10]. 

 Thus using HOG feature descriptor, the features are extracted from the images. 

Now, we need to classify the features of an object to be detected (positive samples) and 

that of the background or objects of no interest (negative samples). To complete this 

classification step, a well-known classifier viz. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is 

employed which is explained in the next section. 

 3.3.2 Support Vector Machine 

 Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a maximum margin classifier which tries to 

maximize the distance between the hyper plane and nearest training data points or also 

known as support vectors.  

Let us consider two classes which are levelled as +1/-1. The samples denoted by 

 ,t tx r  where, 
tx  are the observed data points and 

tr  are the corresponding class 
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level (+1/-1). The objective or training phase of the SVM classifier is to find an optimal 

hyper plane which best separates the training vector and also maximizes the margin 

between hyper plane and nearest training data points (support vectors) on the either side 

of the plane for better generalization.  

Let the hyper plane is denoted by, 

 T
ow x w

 
 (1) 

 

In training phase it is necessary to find the weight vector w


 and the bias ow such that 

 1, 1

1, 1

T
o

T
o

w x w if r

w x w if r

    

    

 

   (2) 

. 

The optimization problem can be constructed as, 

Minimize 
21 1

( , )
2 2

T
o oJ w w w w w 

  
 (3) 

 

subject to the constraints   1,t T t
or w x w t   

 
 (4) 
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Figure 8: A Linear SVM Classifier 

 Figure 8 shows the classification strategy of SVM classifier with linear hyper 

plane for features vectors with two feature entities for two-class problem. The data points 

on the dotted lines are called support vectors. The distance between two dotted lines is 

the margin. For multi-class problem, “one verses all” strategy is used and the number of 

hyper plane obtained is same as the number of the class present in the training dataset.  

 The desired classifier is realized using liblinear support vector machine [24], a 

publiclyavailable Matlab version of SVM. We adopted linear kernels as they are faster 

and performs comparably well as non-linear polynomial and also the computational 

complexity of the training is reduced by using the linear kernels.  

 Hence the problem of pedestrian detection is solved by using HOG and SVM, and 

this method provided reasonable results for moving further in solving the main problem 

of anomaly detection. The pedestrian detection results are discussed in the Results section 

of the next chapter.  
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3.4 Motion Context using Optical Flow 

 After the pedestrians have been detected, the next step is to build a crowd 

structure representation. The crowd consists of many non-isolated individuals who have 

some connection with each other [25]-[26]. Thus the crowd structure can be formed from 

these relations.Yuan et. al. proposed a new structural contextual descriptor (SCD) [33] to 

represent the structure of each individual. The notion behind this SCD representation was 

that if individuals show large behavior difference with their neighbors then they are 

highly probable to be abnormal. An inconsistency weight is used to represent the variance 

between the examined target and its surroundings. A large weight represents that the 

target‟s behavior is more distinguishable to its surroundings. Yuan et. al. introduced the 

concept of  potential energy function of particle‟s interforce (PEF-PIF) in solid-state 

physics [33], then the generation of selective histogram of optical flow (SHOF) is 

implemented and finally the SCD computation is done in connection with the PEF-PIF 

model. 

 3.4.1 Potential Energy Function of Particle’s InterForce: 

  The fundamental description of the potential energy of two particles can 

be expressed as: 

 

 

 

  

  m n

a b
U r

r r
   (5) 
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where,  U r is the potential energy of the two particles, r  is their Euclidean distance, and 

a, b, m and n (generally m>n) are the empirical constants. The first term and the second 

term in the right hand side represents rejecting potential energy field and the attracting 

potential energy field respectively. When r is small the two particles exhibit rejecting 

state and when r is large they exhibit attracting state. 

 The force of two particles can be defined by combining power (CP) which is the 

negative deviation of  U r and is given as 

 
 

 
1 1m n

dU r ma nb
f r

dr r r 
     (6) 

 

Also the linking weight of the two particles  w r  with distance r is given as 

 

 
   2

1 1
/ , 2,

r

w r dr r
f r f r

 
    
  

 
  (7) 

 3.4.2 Selective Histogram of Optical Flow (SHOF) generation: 

  The basic information contained in a video can be extracted through 

motion context, and for that optical flow (OF) [47] is utilized to qualify the motion of 

every individual. The pedestrian detection algorithm gives a bounding box marking each 

individual. Hence, histogram of optical flow (HOF) [46] is used to calculate the motion 

patterns of each individual where each bin represents the direction of OF and the value of 

each bin is the magnitude of the OF corresponding to that direction. Within a single 

individual, the pixel‟s motion directions are highly uniform which helps to build the idea 
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that the magnitude property of an individual can be represented by the maximum of HOF 

of that individual. The notion of anomaly is different for different crowded scenes, such 

as magnitude inconsistency where magnitudes are important or direction inconsistency 

where directions are important.  

 From a few initial frames of the crowded scenes, a parameter   is learned which 

is used to limit the range of HOF. This limited HOF is called SHOF which is required for 

motion difference computation. Let 0


H be the SHOF of the examined target and i


H be 

that of the thi neighbor. 
2  distance is used to compute the difference f  between them 

and is given by 

  2

0 ,i if    H H  (8) 

 

 

 
 

where,  
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  (9) 

and B is the number of histogram bins. 

Let M be the number of neighbors around the examined target, then a vector f of all the 

motion differences ( if ‟s) are obtained for each target where i ranges from 1 to M, and it 

is denoted as  1 2 3, , ,..., Mf f f f     f . Such a vector f  is obtained for all the 

individuals in a frame.  

 A small   means a narrow range of SHOF, while a larger   means wider range 

of SHOF. If the magnitude inconsistency is of more importance then   is set as small as 
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possible; whereas if the motion direction of individual is of concern then   is set large so 

that more bins are considered which represents the direction of OF. The optimal   is 

learned from the motion difference of the individuals in the normal video frames, and 

given as   

  ˆ arg minVar


  f  (10) 

Where Var(.) means calculation of variance. The equation (10) is solved by varying   in 

the range [0, 1] with an interval of 0.1.  The initial frames of a video are generally 

considered normal and hence are used for learning ̂ . As ̂  is obtained it is used as a 

parameter for subsequent video frames to select the range of histogram of optical flow. 

 3.4.3 SCD calculation 

  The contribution of all the neighbors should be taken into account while 

calculating the contextual structure of an examined target. Hence, the detailed equation 

(7) is normalized based on the number of neighbors or surrounding individuals and is 

rewritten as 

 
 

   1

1 1
/

M

i

ii i

w f
f Z f f Z f

 
      

  (11) 

 

where Z is a constant used to enlarge f  to a reasonable range so that equation (7) can 

be used. f can be seen as an analogy to r in  equation (7) and  iw f  is the weight 
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between the examined target and the thi neighbor and M is the number of neighbors 

around the target. 

 Let   
1 1

1
,

M M

OF k kk
W

 


 W W   is the weight vector of the thk  individual which 

can be calculated by (11) and   
1 4

1
,

M M

OF k kk
F

 


 F F   is the corresponding feature 

vector of the M neighbors, whose column elements are max, min, mean and variance of 

motion energy in the individual bounding box. The motion difference of all the 

individuals with their neighbors are calculated and the SCD is established which is 

denoted as  ,OF OFW F . 

3.5 Motion Context using Saliency 

 In this section the motion context of a video is extracted using saliency, 

specifically saliency maps generated from superpixel level calculation. Basically, the 

work is to detect the superpixels that are in motion. The proposed method of saliency is a 

bottom-up approach. Each individual video frame is first over segmented to generate a 

group of pixels, called superpixels and finally these superpixels are fused together to 

produce the final segmentation. Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) [38] is applied 

for superpixel generation in each video frame sequentially when a particular frame is 

processed. Some representative superpixels are chosen as superseeds for temporal graph 

matching. A superseed is extracted from each segment in the finally segmented previous 

video frame. Labels of these superseeds are propagated to the current frame from the 

previous frame by using local graph matching.  
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 3.5.1 Initialisation 

  The extraction of superpixels in each frame of the video is done by the 

well-known SLIC [38] algorithm. The superpixel segmentation of the frames is given by: 

  ,tS SLIC t k  (12) 

where, St denotes the superpixels extracted from the current frame t and k is the desired 

number of superpixels to be generated. Superpixel level direct frame difference (SDFD) 

is used to find the superpixels which can potentially be in motion. The application of 

SDFD needs the values of the difference in the mean intensity values of the co-located 

superpixels in the current and previous frames. 

Mathematically, 

    , , 1,
i t i ti tS

SDFD g S g S  
   (13) 

where,  ,i tg S  is the the mean intensity of ,i tS , the 
thi  superpixel in the current frame t 

and  , 1i t
g S  

 is the mean intensity of 
, 1i t

S  
, the co-located superpixel ( *i ) in the 

previous frame (t-1).  

 The term 
,i tS

SDFD  represents the difference in the two intensity values for the 

superpixel ,i tS  in the current and previous frame, and is compared with an 

experimentally chosen threshold (T1). The superpixels, for which 
,i tS

SDFD  are larger 
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than T1 are considered to be in motion. The superpixels found to be in motion are marked 

by motion labels 
,i tS

 with value 1. Hence, a binary motion map is built given by: 

 
1

,

,

1

0

i t

i t

S

S

if SDFD T

else


  



 (14) 

 

So, the binary motion map for a frame  ft  is the union of the binary motion maps of all 

the superpixels of that frame and can be expressed as 

 

1
,

n

i

t
i tS



   (15) 

 where n denotes the total number of superpixels in the frame  ft. 

 3.5.2 The Saliency Model 

 Saliency detection deals in extracting regions which acquire greater attention of 

human vision [39]. There are many pixel based saliency models in spatial domain [40] 

[41] and also in frequency domains [39] [43]. Liu et. al. [42] in his work proposed a 

superpixel level spatio-temporal saliency detectionalgorithm which uses pixel level optic 

flow for superpixel motion estimation. This method is efficient in terms of accuracy but 

suffers from low computational efficiency. In this thesis motion information is extracted 

fromthe temporal saliency map of the proposed superpixel based saliency model which is 

computationally efficient.   
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Temporal saliency detection:  

 In the proposed saliency model the superpixels are generated for each frame and 

temporal saliency for only those superpixels are considered which have non-zero motion 

in the current frame. Local region graphs are used for determining temporal matching 

between these superpixels in the current frame and the co-located superpixels in the 

previous frame. The detailed steps are explained below: 

(a) Local graph construction: 

  
,

,
i tSG v e   and   

*, 1

,
i t

SG v e


 are the local region graphs built surrounding the 

superpixels i in motion in the current frame t and the collocated superpixels *i in the 

previous frame (t-1) respectively. The vertices of each of the graphs  
,

,
i tSG v e  and  

 
*, 1

,
i t

SG v e


 are the neighboring superpixels of ,i tS  and  
, 1i t

S  
 respectively. In each of 

these graphs, edges are defined between the center vertex and each of the neighbors, and 

also between each pair of neighbor vertices. The graphs are shown in figure below. The 

spatial affinity between any two superpixels is calculated which is the product of color 

(only Luminance value L for gray images) and texture affinities between them. This value 

obtained is set as the corresponding edge weight of those superpixels. The color affinity 

C(Sm; Sn) and texture affinity T(Sm; Sn) between superpixels Smand Sn are given by 

 
 

2

,m n m nS SC S S Lab Lab   (16) 
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       , ,, H P R P Rm n m nT S S W SLBP S SLBP S   (17) 

 

Hence, the edge weight between the two superpixels mS  and  nS  is given by: 

    , , ,m nm n m nS Sw C S S T S S   (18) 

 

 

 

Figure 9:Local Graph Matching 

 

(b) Local graph matching: 

 There are many graph matching techniques as proposed in the works of [44]. The 

work of [45] is employed for the purpose of graph matching. Let 1A , 2A be the adjacency 

matrices; 1D , 2D be the diagonal matrices and 1L , 2L  be the Laplacian matrices of the 
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graphs  
,

,
i tSG v e and  

*, 1

,
i t

SG v e


respectively. Then, the Laplacian matrices are given 

by: 

 
1 1 1L D A   (19) 

 
2 2 2L D A   (20) 

 The dissimilarity score   between the two graphs is given by the differences of 

top K  eigenvalues  11 1........ K   of  1L and  21 2........ K  of 2L . So, we can write: 

 
 

2

1 2

1

K

k k

k

  


   (21) 

90% of the energy is contained in the top K eigenvalues. Thus, K is determined using the 

following equation as: 

 

 

1

1,2 ,

1

min 0.9

K

qp
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Mq p

qp
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 (22) 

where, M is the total number of eigenvalues.  

The higher is the value of  , the higher is the dissimilarity between the graphs. 

(c) The temporal saliency map: 

 An experimentally chosen threshold is chosen to check the temporal saliency and 

denoted as T2.  The dissimilarity value   between the two graphs  
,

,
i tSG v e  and 

 
*, 1

,
i t

SG v e


 centering two co-located superpixels iS  and  
i

S   is compared with T2. If the 
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dissimilarity value   is less than T2, then the temporal saliency value of the superpixel 

 iS in the current frame tis the temporal saliency value of the co-located superpixel 

 i
S   from the previous frame (t-1). Otherwise, the dissimilarity  value itself is set as 

the saliency value of the superpixel under consideration. Finally, the temporal saliency 

map for the frame ftcan be expressed as:      

 

,
1

n

t
i t

i
S



    (23) 

 3.5.3 The Saliency Motion Descriptor (SMD) computation: 

 As we have generated the temporal saliency map for each frame, the saliency 

values of each pedestrian in a frame are extracted from those maps. These saliency values 

signify the motion values of each pedestrian in a frame. As the number of pixels defining 

each individual in a frame is different from one another, Hausdorff distance metric [37] is 

used to generate the weight between each individual and its corresponding neighbor. The 

Hausdorff distance between two matrices X and Y is mathematically defined as:  

 
        , max max min , , max min ,H

y Y x Xx X y Y
d X Y d x y d y x

  
  (24) 

where,  ,d x y  is the Euclidean distance between pixel x X  and pixel y Y . 

Let   
1 1

1
,

M M

SAL k kk
W

 


 W W   is the weight vector of the thk  individual given by 

 ,Hd X Y  and  
1 4

1
,

M M

SAL k kk
F

 


 F F   is the corresponding feature vector of the 
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Mneighbors, whose column elements are max, min, mean and variance of the motion 

energy in the individual bounding box of the saliency map. The motion difference of all 

the individuals with their neighbors are calculated and the SMD is established which is 

denoted as  ,SAL SALW F . 

3.6 3-D DCT 

  A visual tracking system generally needs an object appearance model that 

is robust to changing illumination, pose and other factors that may be encountered in a 

video. There are many multi-object trackers available [31]-[32] but they are difficult to be 

implemented in the crowd anomaly detection because of the high density of the crowd, 

illumination changes and frequent occlusion. Besides, these trackers are computationally 

expensive. Many trackers also take help of the appearance samples in previous frames to 

form the basis on which the object appearance model has been built. This approach 

suffers limitations that the bases are driven by the input data, which can be easily 

corrupted and also the updating of the bases is difficult in challenging situations. Thus, an 

appearance model is built using the 3D-discrete cosine transform (3D-DCT) because the 

3D-DCT is based on a set of cosine basis functions that are determined by the dimensions 

of the 3D signal and are thus independent of the input video data [30]. Also, the 3D-DCT 

generates a compact energy spectrum which has sparse high-frequency components if the 

appearance samples are similar. So, by discarding these high-frequency components, a 

compact 3D-DCT based object representation is obtained. To update the object 

representation efficiently, an incremental 3D-DCT algorithm is used which decomposes 
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the 3D-DCT into continuous operations of the 2D discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT)  

and 1D discrete transform (1D-DCT) on the input video data [30]. Thus the 3D-DCT 

algorithm only requires computing the 2D-DCT for the newly added frames and the 1D-

DCT along the third dimension. This significantly reduces the computational complexity. 

After this incremental 3D-DCT algorithm is established, a discriminative criterion is 

designed to evaluate the likelihood of a test sample belonging to the foreground object.  

 However, the research work done in this thesis is not of tracking every target but 

to identify the abnormality. This task can be completed by considering only the stable 

targets called observers [33]. For these individuals, occlusion and 

appearance/illumination change hardly occur and they can be well tracked. Thus by 

analyzing the observers‟ temporal SCD variation and the temporal SMD variation the 

abnormality can be robustly detected. Thus this method is different from the conventional 

multi-object trackers. Here, the 3-D DCT is used only to seek the stable observers [33]. A 

newly proposed 3-D DCT model [30] is employed which has an excellent ability of 

incremental analysis. The designed 3-D DCT multi-object tracker consists of three 

components: compact 3- D DCT template representation, multi-target association, and 

incremental template updating. Each component is described sequentially as follows. 

 3.6.1 Compact 3-D DCT-Based Object Representation 

 In a video sequence, to formulate the target association the frames are considered 

as a 3-D volume by concatenating them. Then the self-correlation of the recently 

observed target sample is incrementally evaluated with the previously collected target 

sample set. The 3-D DCT [30] is utilized as a tool to complete this task. 
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 In a given video sequence, the previously collected sample set can be assumed to 

be denoted as   
1 2 3

, ,
N N N

s x y z
 III , where N1and N2 are the width and height of the 

sample, and N3 is the number of samples in the target sample set.  The new target 

sample in the next frame is denoted as   
1 2

,
N N

n x y


.   
 1 2 3 1

, ,
N N N

s x y z
  


III

 is denoted 

as the concatenated target sample set, where the (N3+ 1)
th

frame is chained to the end of 

the previous target sample set. According to the 3-D DCT [30],   
 1 2 3 1

, ,
N N N

s x y z
  


III

can be represented as 
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where   
 1 2 3 1

, ,
N N N

S s x y z
  

  III , 
 1 2 3 1

 

N N N  
IIIC R represents the 3-D DCT coefficient 

matrix, and m  is the mode-m product defined in tensor algebra [34].  

  
1 1

11 ,
N N

a o x


D  is a cosine basis matrix whose elements are represented as 
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D  is a similar cosine basis matrix whose elements are specified as 
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and     
   3 3

33 1 1
,

N N
a q z

  
 D  is a different cosine basis matrix whose elements are 

denoted as 
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where,  10,1,..., 1o N  ,  20,1,..., 1p N  ,  30,1,..., 1q N  , and

 / / , / /ka o p q x y z is defined as 
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 (29) 

 

 The properties of 3-D DCT indicate that the larger the values (o, p, q) are,the 

higher is the frequency which the corresponding component of  IIIC encodes. Based on 

the values of(o, p, q), the work [30] shows that the high frequency coefficients are usually 

sparse (e.g., texture clue) and are hence removed. The low-frequency coefficients are 

relatively dense (e.g., mean value) and are preserved. The component  IIIC gets 

compressed as a result. Therefore, the compact 3-D DCT object representation  IIIC is 

modified as: 

     

   1 1 2 2 3 3
        ,S     IIIC D D D  (30) 
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where   
 1 2 3 1

, ,
N N N

S s x y z 

  
 III

 is the approximation of S  representing its 

corresponding reconstructed image sequence. Based on this compression, a 

reconstruction error representing the loss of low-frequency components is involved, 

which is defined as: 

  
2

3:,:, 1e n s N  III
 (31) 

 

For a new target sample, the consistency likelihood is measured with the target sample 

set which is given as: 

 1
exp

2
L e



 
  

 
 (32) 

 

where λ is the scaling factor, and its typical value is 0.1 [33]. 

 This likelihood measurement is used for target association in Section 3.6.2 and 

also for the modeling of incremental template updating which is described in Section 

3.6.3. 

 3.6.2 3-D DCT-Based Multi-Target Association 

 The 3-DDCT is utilized to associate the targets in different frames because of its 

effectiveness in representing a video sequence. Now, we need to match each newly 

detected pedestrian with a previously constructed template pool or target set. To 

strengthen the accuracy of the target association, we should consider not only the 

appearance consistency, but also the target neighborhood. Figure 10illustrates the 
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flowchart which has two constraints, namely, the appearance consistencyand the 

neighborhood smoothness. Some mathematical notations and their meanings are 

presented in Table 1 which would be required in subsequent discussion.  

Table 1: Some mathematical symbols in target association 

Symbols   Meaning 

 t Time index 

M  Number of target samples in each frame. 

 
1

F
f

T
f

T


  F template pools of target appearance 

 
1

F
f

C
f

T


 F template pools of target neighborhood 

 1
1

M
i

t
i

n 


 M new samples at time t+1 

 
1 1t

M
i

C
i

n
 

 M new neighborhood samples at time t+1 

 

1) Appearance Consistency: Appearance consistency works under the assumption that 

the appearance of the new target should match its corresponding template pool of 

appearance. Each target appearance 
1

i

tn 
 is compared with each template pool of 

appearance f

TT . The reconstruction error ,

1

i f

te 
is thuscomputed by equation (31). The 

consistency of the 
thi target appearance with 

thf  template pool is denoted as: 
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 (33) 

 

The appearance consistency is directly related to 
1

,

t

i f

TL


, i.e., the larger the value of 
1

,

t

i f

TL


 is, 

the more consistent the appearance is with the template pool. 

2) Neighborhood Smoothness: The neighborhood smoothness is also a constraint for target 

association. A surrounding rectangular region is drawn around the target considering it as 

the center. This rectangular region represents the neighborhood of the target. Let
1

,

t

i f

CL


 

denotes the smoothness of the 
thi target neighborhood with that of the 

thf template pool. 

The strategy of inference is the same as the appearance consistency. 

 Considering the above two constraints, the target sample that is most closely 

related to the 
thf template pool is defined as 

  
1 1

1

1 arg max
i t t
t

f i i

t T C
n

n Normalize L L
 



    (34) 

where,Normalize(·) is the function normalizing the  
1 1 1t t

M
i i

T C
i

L L
  
   into [0, 1] and M is the 

number of neighbors. If Normalize(·) >0.8, then the examined target is declared as an 

observer; or else, it is discarded and fails in the target association. Simultaneously, the 

corresponding template pool is updated by: 

  1,f f f

T T tT Concatenate T n   

 
1

,
t

f f f

C C CT Concatenate T n


  
(35) 
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where,Concatenate(·) is the function concatenating the newly obtained target sample 

with its related template pool. 

 After the association is completed, each target sample along with its contextual 

sample is added to its corresponding template pool and simultaneously the template pool 

is updated.However the size of the template pool cannot increase outside a limit due to 

increasing computational complexity.Thus a maximum threshold is set for association 

such that the redundant sample is discarded, if necessary.  

 

Figure 10: Representation of multi-target association. 

 

3.6.3 Incremental Template Updating 

 There are two factors that need to be optimized for thetemplate updating including 

template pools of target appearance and the neighborhood. 
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1) The first factor is the reliability with the previously constructed template pool and it 

isdesired that the updated template contains more information than in the previous 

frames. 

2) The second factor is the adaptability for the dynamic scene. Unlike reliability factor, it 

is desired that the updated template changes adaptively with the dynamic scene.  

 Generally speaking, in a video sequence, the targets in the initialframes do not 

undergo substantial changes in appearance or with the neighborhood. In contrast,the 

targets in the later frames are prone to change. Thus a two-stage updating strategy is used 

[33], where, reliability is considered as the main criterion in the beginningstages and 

adaptability is consideredas the principle criterion in the later stages of the tracking 

process. 

1) Reliability Preservation:Let K be the fixed number which defines the maximum capacity 

of samples of each template pool. If the size of the new
thf  template pool,

fT is smaller 

than K, then 
fT is kept unchanged and if its size exceeds K, i.e., reaches K+1, then the 

most dissimilar target is removed from the template pool. To maintain this condition, 

thesimilarity between each target sample f

kn ,  1,k K within 
fT and the remaining 

 :,:,1:fs KIII
(which is actually f

f kT n ) is iteratively evaluated according to the 

reconstruction error in Section 3.6.2. The removed target sample 
fn is selected by  

 
   

21
arg min exp :,:,

2

f f f

k
k

n n s K


 
   

 
III  (36) 
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where,    :,:,1:fs K


III
is the obtained 3-DDCT model. 

2) Adaptability Preservation: In case of the adaptability preservation, it is desirable that the 

template pool gives more priority to the newly observed sample than the historical ones. 

This technique makes the template pool adapt to the dynamic scene efficiently. As in the 

case of reliability preservation, this method also calculates a similarity measure between 

each target sample and the rest of the samples of the template pool; but unlike the case of 

reliability preservation, the target sample 
fn need to be removed is selected by   

 
   

21
arg max exp :,:,

2

f f f

k
k

n n s K


 
   

 
III

 (37) 

. 

3.7 The Fusion of two Motion cues 

 We have found the weight between each individual and its neighbors and also the 

feature vector of the motion energy for each individual in a frame using structural 

contextual descriptor (SCD) and saliency motion descriptor (SMD). These weights and 

features obtained from the two methods are fused together so that a better motion context 

is available which further helps in boosting the performance of anomaly detection. The 

results obtained after fusion has been discussed in Chapter 4 and also compared with 

previous anomaly detection techniques.  
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 Let us consider  
1 1

1
,

M M

FUSED k kk
W

 


 W W   is the fused weight vector of the 

thk  individual and  
1 4

1
,

M M

FUSED k kk
F

 


 F F   is the corresponding fused feature vector 

of the M neighbors, whose column elements are max, min, mean and variance of the 

motion energyin the individual bounding box. The fused behavior difference of all the 

individuals with their neighbors are calculated and is denoted by  ,FUSED FUSEDW F . 

 Let OFW


 and SALW


 be the two multi-dimensional weight vectors obtained from 

optical flow model and the saliency model respectively. The dimension of these vectors 

depends on the number of neighbors. Figure 11 shows the two-dimensional 

representation of the weights, i.e. if each individual has two neighbors. X


is the vector 

bisecting the angle between these two weight vectors and is computed as: 

 
 

1

2
OF SALX W W 

  
 (38) 
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Figure 11: A vector bisecting the two weight vectors. 

 

The unit vector along the direction of X


 is defined as: 

 
 X
x

X




  (39) 

 

The fusion weight vector is mathematically computed as:  

      FUSED OF SALW W X x W X x  
 

    
   (40) 

 

   
FUSED OF SALW W W X x    

 

   
 (41) 
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 2FUSEDW X X x   
 

  
 (42) 

 

 2

2FUSEDW X x 
 

 (43) 

 

 2

2FUSED

X
W X

X
 


 

  (44) 

 

 2FUSEDW X X 
  

 (45) 

 

Similarly, Let OFF


 and SALF


 be the two multi-dimensional weight vectors obtained from 

optical flow model and the saliency model respectively. The dimension of these vectors 

depends on the number of neighbors. Y


 is the vector bisecting the angle between these 

two weight vectors and is computed as: 

 
 

1

2
OF SALY F F 

  
 (46) 

The unit vector along the direction of X


 is defined as: 

 
 Y
y

Y




  (47) 

Using the same mathematics used for fused wrights, the fused feature vector is given as: 

 2FUSEDF Y Y 
  

 (48) 
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 Thus we have the fused weight and feature vector of all the individuals in a frame. 

Then for the observers found through 3D-DCT model, the temporal SCD and SMD 

variation is computed for each frame and this is done using Earth Mover‟s Distance 

discussed in the next section. 

3.8 Earth Mover’s Distance 

 Earth mover‟s distance (EMD) is defined as the measure of the distance between 

two probability distributions over a region D. EMD is equivalent to the 1
st
 Mallows 

distance or 1
st
 Wasserstein distance between two distributions [28]-[29] those have same 

integral values, as in the case of normalized histograms or probability density functions.  

 The ground distance is the distance measure between single features in a feature 

space. The EMD measures the dissimilarity between two multi-dimensional distributions 

in some feature space where the ground distance is given. This distance from the 

individual features are lifted to full distributions by the EMD. A set of clusters can 

represent a distribution where each of the clusters is represented by its mean (or mode) 

and by the part of the distribution that belongs to that cluster.This representation is called 

the signature of the distribution. The size of the two signatures can be of different size.  

 The computation of EMD is based on a solution to the well-known transportation 

problem [27]. Suppose there are several suppliers and several consumers. It is required 

for the suppliers, with a given amount of goods to supply the consumers, each with a 

given limited capacity. The cost of transporting a single unit of goods is given for each 

supplier-consumer pair. Then the transportation problem is defined as to find a least-
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expensive flow of goods to the consumers from the suppliers satisfying the demands of 

the consumers. As an analogy, the consumers and the suppliers can be thought of as two 

different signatures. The ground distance between these two signatures can be thought of 

as the cost for a supplier-consumer pair. Then the problem of matching signatures can be 

naturally thought of as a transportation problem. The least amount of “work” required to 

transform one signature into the other is then intuitively the solution of the transportation 

problem. 

 The above concept can be formalized as the following linear programming 

problem: Let         
1 2 31 2 3, , , , , ,..., ,

mp p p m pP p w p w p w p w  be the first signature 

having m clusters, where ip  is the cluster representative and 
ipw is the weight of the 

cluster; and         
1 2 31 2 3, , , , , ,..., ,

nq q q n qQ q w q w q w q w  is the second signature with n 

clusters, where 
jq  is the cluster representative and 

jqw is the weight of the cluster ; and 

ijd   D is the ground distance matrix where 
ijd  is the ground distance between clusters 

ip  and 
jq . 
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Figure 12: An example of a transportation problem with three suppliers and two 

consumers. 

 

 The objective function is to find a flow 
ijF f where 

ijf is the flow between ip

and 
jq , that minimizes the overall cost given by: 

 
 

  

 
1 1

, ,
m n

ij ij

i j

WORK P Q f d
 

F  (49) 

 

 

subject to the following constraints:  

 0 1 , 1ijf i m j n      (50) 
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1

1
i

n

ij p

j

f w i m


    

1

1
j

m

ij q

i

f w j n


    

1 1 1 1

min , ,
i j

m n m n

ij p q

i j i j

f w w
   

 
  

 
    

     

 The first constraint takes care of the fact that the “supplies” are being moved from 

P to Q and not vice-versa. The second constraint takes into account that the amount of 

supplies sent by the clusters in P does not exceed their weights. The third constraint takes 

into account that the amount of supplies received by the clusters in Q is no more than 

their weights. The last constraint takes care of the fact that the maximum amount of 

supplies possible be moved from P to Q. This amount is called the total flow. As soon as 

the transportation problem is solved, and we have found the optimal flow F, the earth 

mover‟s distance is defined as the work normalized by the total flow:   

 
 

    1 1

1 1

,

m n

ij ij

i j

m n

ij

i j

f d

EMD P Q

f

 

 






 (51) 

 

The normalization factor helps to avoid giving much importance to smaller signatures in 

the case of partial matching. 
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 EMD is useful in analyzing similarity of two distributions which may have 

different dimensions. Hence, based on the foundation the Earth mover‟s distance is found 

useful in detecting any frame level anomaly and it is explained below. 

3.8.1 Frame Level Anomaly Detection using EMD: 

 The corresponding observers found from 3D-DCT model are compared between 

frames to get the frame-level abnormality. The abnormal frames are labelled as output. 

Let the number of observers be B. The contextual descriptor of the 
thn  1,2,3,...,n B

observer at 
tht  time be  ,n n

t tW F and at  1
th

t   time be 1 1,n n

t t W F . The contextual 

variation of the observers is computed by the EMD [28].  

The difference between the adjacent frames is given by 

  1

1 11 , , ,t n n n n

n t t t td EMD

   W W F F  (52) 

 

 
1 1

1

1
B

t t

frame n

n

AD d B 



 
  

 
  (53) 

 

 Finally, the anomalous frames are declared those satisfy the average value

1 0.5t

frameAD   . The threshold for detecting an anomalous frame is set as 0.5 which is a 

reasonable choice in concord with the experiments done.  
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Table 2: Algorithm of the Proposed Model 

 
ALGORITHM 

 

Setting the Parameters  

Input: Video Sequence 

Method: 

1. Pedestrian Detection, i.e. detect each individual in a frame. 

2. SCD computation of each pedestrian in all the frames. 

3. SMD computation of each pedestrian in all the frames. 

4. Multiple objects tracking to seek B observers. 

5. Fusion of the two motion cues obtained from SCD and SMD variation of the 

observers. 

6. Computing the fused motion variation 
1t

nd 
 of the 

thn  observer, and obtain the 

frame-level abnormal degree 1t

frameAD  . 

Output: 1t

frameAD  , the frame-level abnormality is decided by 1 0.5t

frameAD   . 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

 

 

This chapter deals with the experimental setup and results. At first, the 

dataset is illustrated in Section 4.1. Parameter setting and evaluation 

criterions are explained in Section 4.2 and finally Section 4.3 deals with 

all the results obtained at each processing step and also the effectiveness 

of the model is shown in ROC. 
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4.1 Datasets 

 The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on the publicly available 

USCD dataset and is explained as follows: 

USCD Dataset:  The USCD dataset [7] is useful to test the ability of the proposed model 

to detect any local abnormality. The local abnormalities are illustrated as: (a) irregular 

behaviors in the surroundings (e.g., people cycling or skating across walkways) and (b) 

unusual individuals in crowd (e.g. individuals on wheel chair). The dataset contains two 

different scenarios viz. ped1 and ped2. There are 34 normal video sequences for training 

and 36 abnormal video sequences for testing in ped1 video set. In the case of ped2 video 

set, there are 16 normal video sequences for training and 14 abnormal video sequences 

for testing. There are 200 video frames for each of the video sequences in ped1 and the 

resolution of each image is 158 x 238 and 180 video frames for each of the video 

sequences in ped2 and the resolution of each image is 360 x 240. In this dataset, the 

optimal   for this dataset is learned to be 1, and it indicates that the magnitude plays 

more important role in ped1 dataset. In the ped2 dataset, it also depends on the magnitude 

inconsistency but the learned   is 0.9. But this goes against to the concept of SHOF that 

whenever   is large, the main attribute for anomaly detection is motion direction. 

However, from the observation on the first frames of video sequences in ped2, all the 

individuals move at the same direction in the normal frames, and the motion difference is 

consistent irrespective of the value of , i.e. the experimental results of ped2 dataset is 

not affected by the value of  .  
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4.2 Experimentation Details 

 This section deals with the details of the basic parameter settings and the criterion 

for evaluation of the proposed model. The specification of the machine used and the 

computing platform has also been stated.  

 4.2.1 Parameters 

  The algorithm described in Chapter 3 requires a few parameters to be set. 

The first parameter is the size of the template pool K. Considering the computational 

efficiency and robustness of the 3D-DCT based multi object tracker, K is empirically set 

as 6. The second parameter is the constants in equation (6). The constants a, b, m and n in 

equation (6) are set to 1, 1, 3 and 1 respectively [1]. The parameter „indx’ represent the 

number of initial frames considered normal and is set to 5. These frames are used for 

learning the optimal  . The number of nearest neighbors surrounding an examined target, 

k_NN is set to 5 experimentally. Another important parameter is the number of 

superpixels, k used as an input to SLIC. This value is chosen to be 1700 to accurately 

detect temporal saliency. The threshold parameter T1for SDFD to determine the 

superpixels in motion is set to be 0.15 and the threshold parameter T2  used to obtain the 

temporal saliency map is set to be 0.10.  

 The experiments are performed on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 

processor having 3.10 GHz speed and 8 GB RAM. All the simulations required for the 

experiment is computed in MATLAB 2015a. 
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4.2.2 Criterions for Evaluation 

  The efficiency pf the proposed method is evaluated by two criterions. The 

first of them is the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and the second one is the area 

under ROC (AUC). ROC reflects the relationship between sensitivity and specificity. 

Sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR) is defined as the rate of correctly labeled frames 

and Specificity or false positive rate (FPR) is defined as the rate of incorrectly labeled 

where,   TPR is defined as: 
TruePositive

TPR
TruePositive FalseNegative




. 

  FPR is defined as: 
FalsePositive

FPR
TrueNegative FalsePositive




. 

 The terms true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative are 

illustrated in Table 3 below, where ground truth corresponds to the known label of the 

frames and test data is the value obtained from the experiment. 

 

Table 3: Confusion Matrix 

 

TEST 

GROUND 

TRUTH 

Positive Negative 

Positive TRUE POSITIVE FALSE NEGATIVE 

Negative FALSE POSITIVE TRUE NEGATIVE 
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4.3 Results 

 This section illustrates the results obtained at each step of the proposed method 

and finally depicts the ROC curve for comparison with other methods. 

 4.3.1 Experiment 1: Pedestrian Detection 

 The number of histogram channels is taken as 9 for the orientation binning 

process of HOG feature descriptor. The block geometry used is rectangular R-HOG 

blocks, where each cell has 8 x 8 pixels, 4 such cells constitute a block i.e. each block has 

16 x 16 pixels and 50 percent overlap of the blocks is considered; and L2-norm is used to 

normalize the feature descriptor vector. And finally a publicly available Matlab verison 

of SVM [2] is used to detect the pedestrians.  

 The final output of pedestrian detection is shown in the following figures, where 

Figure 13shows the pedestrians detected for some of the frames of ped1 dataset and 

Figure 14 shows the pedestrians detected for some of the frames of ped2 dataset. 

 

 
(a) Frame no. 1 

 
(b) Frame no. 21 
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(c) Frame no. 41 

 

 
(d) Frame no. 61 

 

 
(e) Frame no. 81 

 

 
(f) Frame no. 101 

 

 
(g) Frame no. 121 

 

 
(h) Frame no. 141 

 

 
(i) Frame no. 161 

 
(j) Frame no. 181 

 

Figure 13: Pedestrians detection shown by yellow bounding boxes for 10 different 

frames of USCD ped1 dataset. 
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(a) Frame no. 10 

 
(b) Frame no. 18 

  

 
(c) Frame no. 29 

 
(d) Frame no. 43 

 
(e) Frame no. 65 

 
(f) Frame no. 88 
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(g) Frame no. 104 

 
(h) Frame no. 137 

 
(i) Frame no. 154 

 
(j) Frame no. 179 

 

Figure 14: Pedestrians detection shown by yellow bounding boxes for 10 different 

frames of USCD ped2 dataset. 

 

4.3.2 Experiment 2: Motion Context using Optical Flow 

 The optical flow of two consecutive frames is evaluated using [3] and the results 

obtained for ped1 dataset and ped2 dataset are shown below in Figure 15 and Figure 16 

respectively. 
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(a) Frames 1 and 2   

 
(b) Frames 45 and 46 

 
(c) Frames 78 and 79 

 
(d) Frames 102 and 103 

 
(e) Frames 139 and 140 

 
(f) Frames 183 and 184 

 

Figure 15: Optical Flow between different frames of the ped1 dataset. 
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(a) Frames 1 and 2   

 

 
(b) Frames 45 and 46 

 
(c) Frames 82 and 83   

 
(d) Frames 111 and 112   

 
(e) Frames 140 and 141 

 
(f) Frames 178 and 179 

 

Figure 16: Optical Flow between frames of the ped2 dataset. 
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 4.3.3 Experiment 3: Motion Context using Saliency Map 

 The temporal saliency map of all the frames is obtained as shown in Figure 17 

and Figure 18 for USC ped1 and ped2 datasets respectively, and is used as another cue 

for extracting the motion information. 

 
(a) Frames 1 and 2   

 

 
(b) Frames 45 and 46   

 

 
(c) Frames 78 and 79  

 

 
(d) Frames 102 and 103 

 

 
(e) Frames 139 and 140   

 

 
(f) Frames 183 and 184   

 
Figure 17: Temporal Saliency Map between frames of the ped1 dataset. 
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(a) Frames 1 and 2   

 

 
(b) Frames 45 and 46  

 

 
(c) Frames 82 and 83 

 

 
(d) Frames 111 and 112   

 

 
(e) Frames 140 and 141 

 

 

 
(f) Frames 178 and 179 

 
 

Figure 18: Optical Flow between frames of the ped2 dataset. 
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 4.3.4 Experiment 5:  3 dimensional discrete cosine transforms (3D-DCT)  

 The 3D-DCT multi-object tracker is used here to seek the stable individuals, 

called observers. The temporal SCD and SMD variation of these observers are computed 

for each frame. The observers detected are marked with “red” bounding box and the 

normal individuals are marked with “yellow” bounding box.  

 The observers obtained from the ped1 dataset and ped2 dataset are shown below 

in Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively. 

 
(a) Frame no. 21 

 

 
(b) Frame no. 39 

 

 
(c) Frame no. 51 

 
(d) Frame no. 75 
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(e) Frame no. 99 

 

 
(f) Frame no. 119 

 

 
(g) Frame no. 131 

 

 
(h) Frame no. 163 

 

 
(i) Frame no. 179 

 
(j) Frame no. 199 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Observers shown by red bounding boxes for 10 different frames of USCD 

ped1 dataset. 
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(a) Frame no. 9 

 

 
(b) Frame no. 27 

 

 
(c) Frame no. 42 

 

 
(d) Frame no. 58 

 

 
(e) Frame no. 74 

 

 
(f) Frame no. 91 
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(g) Frame no. 106 

 

 
(h) Frame no. 141 

 

 
(i) Frame no. 157 

 

 
(j) Frame no. 178 

 

 

Figure 20: Observers shown by red bounding boxes for 10 different frames of USCD 

ped2 dataset. 

 

4.3.5 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

 Figure 21and Figure 22demonstrates the frame level ROC comparisons for USCD 

ped1 and ped2 dataset respectively, and the AUC comparisons are shown in Table 4 

below. The proposed method has superior performance as compared to the works of 

Adam et. al.[4], Kim et. al. [5], Mehran et. al.[6]. 
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Figure 21: Frame-level ROC comparison in USCD ped2 dataset. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 22: Frame-level ROC comparison in USCD ped2 dataset. 

 

 

Table 4: Frame Level AUC Comparison for Anomaly Detection in USCD Dataset 

Method ped1 ped2 

ADAM [4] 0.650 0.63 

SF-MPPCA [5] 0.590 0.71 

SF [6] 0.670 0.63 

FUSED METHOD 0.7720 0.7172 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 

 

 

In this chapter, the thesis work has been concluded with a brief overview 

on key contributions of the work. Future directions related to the proposed 

solutions for anomaly detection are presented at the end of the chapter. 
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5.1 Conclusions 

 In today’s world security has become a primary issue for any video surveillance system. 

The problem of anomaly detection has been a topic of interest in the recent past in the 

computer vision community due to its wide applications in various fields like anomalous event 

detection, suspicious activity detection and in many other surveillance systems. The proposed 

solution for detecting anomalies evolves from the motion cues obtained from two different 

methods namely, the optical flow concept (SCD) in pixel level approach and temporal saliency 

concept (SMD) in superpixel level approach. A robust multi-object tracker is then designed for 

target association in different frames. The tracker needs to track only the stable individuals. 

Finally, the SCD and SMD variation is computed to detect any crowd abnormality. From the 

testing results obtained from the USCD dataset, the ROC and AUC has been calculated which 

shows significant results.  

5.2 Scope of Future Work 

 As a scope of future work, we will examine if any other fusion technique can 

make the model more robust to anomalies. However for this model to function in severe 

weather conditions like foggy and rainy days, one possible solution can be incorporating 

the multi spectral clues. Also, we will examine if superpixel extraction can be made faster 

which in turn would further reduce the execution time of the proposed algorithm. Finally, 

we look forward to incorporate this model for a Multiview anomaly detection problem, 

where we have more than one view of the same location using different cameras. The 

area covered by the cameras may have overlaps or may be all the cameras are focused in 
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a same area but from different angles. All these Multiview approaches give more cues for 

detecting any suspicious activity. Hence, detecting anomaly in this Multiview model 

could be a significant contribution to the computer vision society, especially to the 

surveillance departments. The future work is mainly focused toward these directions.  
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APPENDIX A 

MATLAB Source Codes 
 

 

 This Section deals with the necessary source codes developed on a MATLAB 

environment. The codes are easy to use and have been organized in a tabular form as 

follows. 

Table 5: Saliency Map Generation 

Source Code1: SUPERPIXEL LEVEL SALIENCY MAPS 

% Parameter initialization for guided filtering 

r = 9; 

eps = 0.1^2; 

% ****************Read first video frame**************** 

p=pwd; 

cd('...\imagepath'); 

img1=im2double(imread('001.tif')); 

cd(p); 

[l1, Am1, C1, d1] = slic(img1, 1700, 40, 1.5, 'mean'); 

img1_gray=img1; 

label_img1=unique(l1); 

L1_img1 = zeros(size(l1,1),1); 

for i=1:length(label_img1) 

    L1_img1(i)= mean(img1(find(l1==i))); 

end 

 

P_TS=zeros(size(img1,1),size(img1,2)); 

P_SS=zeros(size(img1,1),size(img1,2)); 

 

% Superpixel level spatial saliency for first frame 

tex_meas_img1 = LBPsup(L1_img1,Am1); 

label_img1_SS = unique(l1); 

ss2 = zeros(length(label_img1_SS)); 

 

for i=1: length(label_img1_SS) 

    L1=L1_img1(label_img1_SS(i)); 

    S1=[L1]; 
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    tex_x1=tex_meas_img1(label_img1_SS(i)); 

    y = find(Am1(label_img1_SS(i),:)); % neighbours of i 

    Neigh_term=0; 

    tex_term=0; 

    count=0; 

   for j=1:length(y) 

        L2=L1_img1(y(j)); 

        S2=[L2]; 

        tex_x2=tex_meas_img1(y(j)); 

        tex=bitxor(tex_x1,tex_x2); 

        bits=tex; 

        b = 0; 

while ( bits > 0 ) 

            bits = bitand( bits, bits-1 ); 

            b = b + 1; 

end 

        Neigh_term= Neigh_term + pdist2(S1,S2,'minkowski',2); 

        tex_term=tex_term+b; 

        count=count+1; 

end 

    NT(i)=Neigh_term/count; 

    DT(i)=tex_term/count; 

end 

im_new = zeros(size(img1,1),size(img1,2)); 

for i=1: length(label_img1_SS) 

    im_new(find(l1==label_img1_SS(i))) = (NT(i)*DT(i)); 

end 

im_new=im_new./max(max(im_new)); 

P_SS=im_new; 

for l=2:1:200 

%%%%%  IR spectrum processing START 

    srcFiles = dir('ImgFolder\*.tif'); 

    filename = strcat(' ImgFolder\',srcFiles(l).name); 

    img2=im2double(imread(strcat(filename))); 

 

[l2,Am2,C2,d2] = slic(img2, 1700, 40, 1.5,'mean');%generate superpixels 

    img2_gray=img2; 

    img2_gray(find(img2_gray==0))=.0027; 

 

    label_img2=unique(l2); 

    L2 = zeros(size(l2,1),1); 

for i=1:length(label_img2) 

        L2(i)= mean(img2(find(l2==i))); 

end 

    tex_meas_img2 = LBPsup(L2,Am2); 

    DFD = zeros(size(l2,1),size(l2,2)); 

    label_img2=unique(l2); 

 

    D2 = struct2cell(C2); 

    x = D2(1,:,:); 

    L(1:size(C2,2)) = x(:,:,:); 

    L2 = cell2mat(L); % luminance 

    x = D2(7,:,:); 

    L(1:size(C2,2)) = x(:,:,:); 
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    r2 = ceil(cell2mat(L)); % r 

    x = D2(8,:,:); 

    L(1:size(C2,2)) = x(:,:,:); 

    c2_IR = ceil(cell2mat(L)); % c 

 

    DFD = zeros(size(l2,1),size(l2,2)); 

    L_DFD = zeros(length(L2),1); 

for i = 1 : length(L_DFD) 

        L_DFD(i) = abs(L2(i) - L1_img1(l1(r2(i),c2_IR(i)))); 

        DFD(find(l2==i))= L_DFD(i); 

end 

    DFD_IR=DFD./max(max(DFD)); 

    DFD_IR=DFD_IR>.1; 

 

    Sel_Sup_img2=DFD_IR.*l2; 

    label_img2=unique(Sel_Sup_img2); 

    [m n]=size(Am2); 

    w1=zeros(m,n); 

    w2=zeros(m,n); 

 

for i=2: length(label_img2) 

        y = find(Am2(label_img2(i),:)); % neighbours of i 

for j=1:length(y) 

tex=bitxor(tex_meas_img2(label_img2(i)),tex_meas_img2(y(j))); 

            bits=tex; 

            b = 0; 

while ( bits > 0 ) 

                bits = bitand( bits, bits-1 ); 

                b = b + 1; 

end 

            w2(label_img2(i),y(j)) = b; 

end 

end 

    w2=w2./(max(max(w2))); 

    w2=1-w2; 

% % Graph bulding on I1 for selected superpixels from DFD 

    Sel_Sup_img1=DFD_IR.*l1; 

    label_img1=unique(Sel_Sup_img1); 

    [m n]=size(Am1); 

    w1=zeros(m,n); 

 

for i=2: length(label_img1) 

        y = find(Am1(label_img1(i),:)); % neighbours of i 

for j=1:length(y) 

          tex=bitxor(tex_meas_img1(label_img1(i)),tex_meas_img1(y(j))); 

          bits=tex; 

          b = 0; 

while ( bits > 0 ) 

                bits = bitand( bits, bits-1 ); 

                b = b + 1; 

end 

            w1(label_img1(i),y(j)) =b; 

end 

end 
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    w1=w1./(max(max(w1))); 

    w1=1-w1; 

%*********************TEMPORAL MATCHING **************** 

    im2_full = zeros(size(img2,1),size(img2,2)); 

    sim=[]; 

for i=2: length(label_img2)   % for all selected superpixels 

        y = find(Am2(label_img2(i),:)); % neighbours of i 

        labels = [label_img2(i) y]; 

        Adj1 = zeros (50,50); 

        Adj2 = Adj1; 

for j = 1:length(labels) 

for k = (j+1):length(labels) 

if(Am2(labels(j),labels(k))) 

                    Adj2(j,k)=w2(labels(j),labels(k)); 

end 

end 

end 

        Adj2=Adj2+Adj2'; 

        [rr cc] = find(l2==label_img2(i)); 

        r1 = max(rr); 

        r2 = min(rr); 

        r = ceil ((r1+r2)/2); 

        c1 = max(cc); 

        c2 = min(cc); 

        c = ceil ((c1+c2)/2); 

% collocated superpixel centroid index 

        y = find(Am1(l1(r,c),:)); 

        labels = [l1(r,c) y]; 

for j = 1:length(labels) 

for k = (j+1):length(labels) 

if(Am1(labels(j),labels(k))) 

                    Adj1(j,k)=w1(labels(j),labels(k)); 

end 

end 

end 

        Adj1=Adj1+Adj1'; 

        sim(i) = graph_similarity(Adj1, Adj2); 

        sim_I1_IR(i)=P_TS(r,c); 

end 

    s=sim./max(sim); 

for i=2: length(label_img2) 

if s(i)<.1 

            im2_full(find(l2==label_img2(i))) = sim_I1_IR(i); 

else 

            im2_full(find(l2==label_img2(i))) = s(i); 

end 

end 

%%% Superpixel level spatial saliency %%% 

    label_img2_SS=unique(label_img2); 

    ss2=zeros(length(label_img2_SS)); 

for i=2: length(label_img2_SS) 

        L1 = L2(label_img2_SS(i)); 

        S1=[L1]; 

        tex_x1=tex_meas_img2(label_img2_SS(i)); 
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        y = find(Am2(label_img2_SS(i),:)); % neighbours of i 

        Neigh_term=0; 

        tex_term=0; 

        count=0; 

for j=1:length(y) 

            L2 = L2(y(j)); 

            S2=[L2]; 

            tex_x2=tex_meas_img2(y(j)); 

            tex=bitxor(tex_x1,tex_x2); 

            bits=tex; 

            b = 0; 

while ( bits > 0 ) 

                bits = bitand( bits, bits-1 ); 

                b = b + 1; 

end 

            Neigh_term= Neigh_term + pdist2(S1,S2,'minkowski',2); 

            tex_term=tex_term+b; 

            count=count+1; 

end 

        NT(i)=Neigh_term/count; 

        DT(i)=tex_term/count; 

end 

    im_new = zeros(size(img2,1),size(img2,2)); 

for i=2: length(label_img2_SS) 

        P_SS(find(l2==label_img2_SS(i))) = (NT(i)*DT(i)); 

end 

    P_SS=P_SS./max(max(P_SS)); 

    im_new=P_SS; 

    im2_N = im2_full./max(max(im2_full)); 

 

    p=pwd; 

    cd('DestinationFolder\SS Maps\'); 

    imwrite(im_new, strcat(num2str(l),'.jpg')); % write file 

    cd(p); 

 

    p=pwd; 

    cd('DestinationFolder\TS Maps\'); 

    imwrite(im2_N, strcat(num2str(l),'.jpg')); % write file 

    cd(p); 

 

    p=pwd; 

    cd('DestinationFolder\STS Maps\'); 

    imwrite(im2_N+im_new, strcat(num2str(l),'.jpg'));% write file 

    cd(p); 

 

    img1= img2; 

    L1_img1 = L2; 

    l1=l2; 

    Am1=Am2; 

    img1_gray=img2_gray; 

    tex_meas_img1=tex_meas_img2; 

        clear L2_IRr2_IRc2_IRL;    

end 
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Table 6: Weights and Features from Optical Flow & Saliency 

Source Code2: OPTICAL FLOW  &  SALIENCY 
 

k_NN = 5; 
indx = 5; % The frame from which the observer starts 
ap =1; bp =1; mp=3; np=1; Z=1000;% particle equation parameters 
zz = []; 
for i = 1:(size(targts,2)-1) 
    display(['Loop entered no: ', num2str(i)]); 
    im1 = imread(targts(i).imageFilename);     
    im2 = imread(targts(i+1).imageFilename);   
%Calculating the Optical Flow of im1 and im2. 
uv = estimate_flow_interface(im1, im2, 'hs-brightness'); 

u = uv(:,:,1);  % Extracting the horizontal flow from uv;  

v = uv(:,:,2); % Extracting the vertical flow from uv;    

len=size(targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes,1);  
    u_store=cell(len,1); 
    v_store=cell(len,1); 
for j=1:len 
        parm = targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes(j,:); 
        I=u(parm(2):parm(2)+parm(4)-1,parm(1):parm(1)+parm(3)-1);  

  % Cropping & Extracting the bounding box region from u. 
        u_store{j,1}=I; % Storing the bounded region in u_store cell 
        clear I; 
        I=v(parm(2):parm(2)+parm(4)-1,parm(1):parm(1)+parm(3)-1);  

  % Cropping & Extracting the bounding box region from v. 
        v_store{j,1}=I; % Storing the bounded region in v_store cell 
        clear I; 
        uv_bbox = [u_store v_store]; 
        mag{j,1} = sqrt(uv_bbox{j,1}.^2 + uv_bbox{j,2}.^2); 
        theta = atan2d(uv_bbox{j,2},uv_bbox{j,1}); 
        angle{j,1} = mod(theta+360,360); 
        hist_angle_and_mag{j,1} = angle{j,1}; 

hist_angle_and_mag{j,2} = mag{j,1}; 
end 
    histogram_angle_and_mag{i,:} = hist_angle_and_mag; 
    hist_all{i,:} = Histo(hist_angle_and_mag,20); 
    clear hist_angle_and_mag magangle; 
    display(['Histogram updated no.: ' num2str(i)]) 
hist_angle_and_mag{j,2} = mag{j,1}; 
end 
histogram_angle_and_mag{i,:} = hist_angle_and_mag; 
    hist_all{i,:} = Histo(hist_angle_and_mag,20); 
    clear hist_angle_and_mag magangle; 
    display(['Histogram updated no.: ' num2str(i)]) 
if i >= indx % index after the normal frames 
        k=k+1; 
        srcFiles = dir('Folder of Saliency Maps\*.jpg');  
        filename = strcat('Folder of Saliency Maps\',srcFiles(i).name); 
        im2_N=im2double(imread(strcat(filename))); 
        len=size(targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes,1);          
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    crop_store=cell(len,1); 
for  f=1:len 
     parm = targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes(f,:); 
     I=im2_N(parm(2):parm(2)+parm(4)-1,parm(1):parm(1)+parm(3)-1);                  

     crop_store{f,1}=I;  
          clear I; 
end 
 crop_store_cell{k,1}=i; 
 crop_store_cell{k,2}=crop_store; 
 clear crop_store; 
 indv_array = [1 : size(targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes,1)]; 
 A_sort=nrst_nghbr(targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes,indv_array,k_NN); 
 sort_cell{k,1} = i; 
 sort_cell{k,2} = A_sort; 
%******SHOF &  SALIENCY*******% 
  aa = hist_all{i,:};  
  aa = [zeros(size(aa,1),ceil(Opt_zeta/2)) aa   

     

 zeros(size(aa,1),ceil(Opt_zeta/2))]; 
        [~,I] = max(aa,[],2); 
        SHOF=[]; 
for z=1:size(aa,1) 
            SHOF = [SHOF; aa(z,(I(z,1)-     

   floor(Opt_zeta/2)):(I(z,1)+floor(Opt_zeta/2)))]; 
end 
        hist_aftr_indx{k,1} = i; 
        hist_aftr_indx{k,2} = SHOF; 
        SHOF_all = cell(size(sort_cell{k,2},1),2); 
        sal_all = cell(size(sort_cell{k,2},1),2); 
for l=1:size(sort_cell{k,2},1) 
            SHOF_all{l,1} = hist_aftr_indx{k,2}(indv_array(1,l),:); 
            SHOF_all{l,2} = hist_aftr_indx{k,2}(sort_cell{k,2}(l,:),:); 
            sal_all{l,1} = crop_store_cell{k,2}(indv_array(1,l),:); 
            sal_all{l,2} = crop_store_cell{k,2}(sort_cell{k,2}(l,:),:); 
            sal_x = sal_all{l,1}{1,1}(:); 
            x =  SHOF_all{l,1}; 
for chi=1:k_NN 
                y = SHOF_all{l,2}(chi,:); 
                SHOF_all{l,3}(1,chi) = sum((x-y).^2 ./ (x+y+eps)) / 2;  
                f(:,chi) = ((mp*ap)/((Z*SHOF_all{l,3}(1,chi))^(mp+1)))-

       ((np*bp)/((Z*SHOF_all{l,3}(1,chi))^(np+1))); 
                sal_y = sal_all{l,2}{chi,1}(:); 
                H = Hausdoff_dist(sal_x,sal_y); 
                sal_all{l,3}(1,chi)=H; 
end 
            SHOF_all{l,4}=abs(1./f(1,:));  
            clear f; 
for n = 1:k_NN   
%% Calculating the linking weights of each targets  
W_matrix(:,n) = (SHOF_all{l,4}(1,n))/sum(SHOF_all{l,4});  

%% normalising saliency wts using max 
norm_sal_wei1(:,n) = (sal_all{l,3}(1,n))/max(sal_all{l,3});                  

%% normalising saliency wts using sum 
norm_sal_wei2(:,n) = (sal_all{l,3}(1,n))/sum(sal_all{l,3});             
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end 
            SHOF_all{l,5} = W_matrix(1,:); 
            clear W_matrix; 
            sal_all{l,4} = norm_sal_wei1(1,:);  
            clear norm_sal_wei1; 
            sal_all{l,5} = norm_sal_wei2(1,:);  
            clear norm_sal_wei2; 
for q = 1:k_NN 
       mag_nghbr = histogram_angle_and_mag{i,1}(sort_cell{k,2}(l,:),2); 
              F_matrix(1,q) = max(mag_nghbr{q,1}(:)); 
              F_matrix(2,q) = min(mag_nghbr{q,1}(:)); 
              F_matrix(3,q) = mean(mag_nghbr{q,1}(:)); 
              F_matrix(4,q) = var(mag_nghbr{q,1}(:),1); 

 
       mag_sal = crop_store_cell{k,2}(sort_cell{k,2}(l,:),1); 
              G_matrix(1,q)=max(mag_sal{q,1}(:)); 
              G_matrix(2,q)=min(mag_sal{q,1}(:)); 
              G_matrix(3,q)=mean(mag_sal{q,1}(:)); 
              doub_mag = double((mag_sal{q,1}(:))); 
              G_matrix(4,q)=var(doub_mag(:),1); 
end 
            SHOF_all{l,6} = F_matrix; 
            clear F_matrix; 
            sal_all{l,6} = G_matrix; 
            clear G_matrix; 
end 
        SHOF_frame{k,1} = i; 
        SHOF_frame{k,2} = SHOF_all;  
        sal_frame{k,1}=i; 
        sal_frame{k,2} = sal_all; 
        %% Zeta Learning %% 
else 
        k=0; 
        kk=0; 
for zeta_rnge = 0:0.1:1 
            zeta = round(zeta_rnge*size(hist_all{i,1},2)); 
            zeta = 2*round((zeta+1)/2)-1;  
            kk=kk+1; 
            zeta_cell{i,1} = i; 
            zeta_cell{i,2} = 1:size(targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes,1); 
B_sort = nrst_nghbr(targts(i).objectBoundingBoxes,zeta_cell{i,2},k_NN); 
            zeta_cell{i,3} = B_sort; 
            bb = hist_all{i,:};  
            bb = [zeros(size(bb,1),ceil(zeta/2)) bb    

      zeros(size(bb,1),ceil(zeta/2))]; 
            [~,I] = max(bb,[],2); 
for p = 1 : size(zeta_cell{i,3},1); 
 I1 = I(zeta_cell{i,2}(1,p),1); 
 for p1 =1:k_NN 
I2 = I(zeta_cell{i,3}(p,p1),1); 
hist_I1 = bb(zeta_cell{i,2}(1,p),I1-floor(zeta/2):I1+floor(zeta/2) );  
hist_I2 = bb(zeta_cell{i,3}(p,p1), I2-floor(zeta/2):I2+floor(zeta/2) );  
zeta_cell{i,4}(p,p1) = sum( (hist_I1-hist_I2).^2 ./    
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      (hist_I1+hist_I2+eps)) / 2; 
zeta_cell{i,5}(p,1) = var(zeta_cell{i,4}(p,:),1); 
zeta_cell{i,6}(:,kk) = [zeta; min(zeta_cell{i,5})]; 
end 
end 
 zeta_all{i,kk} = {zeta_cell{i,1:5} zeta_cell{i,6}(:,kk)}; 
end 
        zz = cat(2, zz, zeta_cell{end,6}); 
        [Min,zI] = min(zz(2,:)); 
        Opt_zeta = zz(1,zI); 
end 
end 

 

 
 

Table 7: Fusion of the two Motion cues 

 
Source Code3: FUSION OF THE TWO MOTION CUES 
 

fused_wt = {}; 
frame = indx; 
for i = 1:size(SHOF_frame,1)  %% for the number of frames of SHOF 
for j = 1:size(SHOF_frame{i,2},1)  %%for the number of individuals in 

each frame 
     W1 = SHOF_frame{i,2}{j,5}; % Motion Cue of an individual from OF 
     W2 = sal_frame{i,2}{j,3}; % Motion Cue an individual from 

Saliency 
        X_bar = (W1+W2)/2; % A vector bisecting both wt. vectors 
        x = X_bar/sqrt(X_bar*X_bar'); % Unit vector of X_bar 
        fused_wt{j,1} = 2*(X_bar*X_bar')*x; 

 
for n = 1:k_NN 
for f = 1:size(SHOF_frame{i,2}{j,6},1) 
                W3 = sal_frame{i,2}{j,6}(f,n); 
                W4 = SHOF_frame{i,2}{j,6}(f,n); 
                Y_bar = (W3+W4)/2; 
                y = Y_bar/sqrt(Y_bar*Y_bar'); 
                f_ftr(f,n) = 2*(Y_bar*Y_bar')*y; 
end 
end 
        fused_ftr{j,1} = f_ftr; 
end 

 
    Fused_frame{i,1} = frame; % Storing frame no. 
    Fused_frame{i,2} = fused_wt; % Storing Fused Wt. 
    Fused_frame{i,3} = fused_ftr; % Storing Fused Features. 

 
    clear fused_wtfused_ftrf_ftr; 
    frame = frame+1; 
end 
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Table 8: Anomaly Detection 

SourceCode4: ANOMALOUS FRAME DETECTION 
 

for i = 1:size(beta_cell,1)-2 % for frames marked aftr #indx, i.e. aftr 

      the normal frames 
    fval = []; 
for j=1:length(beta_cell{i,2}) 
if isempty(find(beta_cell{i+1,2}==beta_cell{i,2}(1,j), 1)) == 0 
 % observer index corresponding in nxt frame 
        indx = find(beta_cell{i+1,2}==beta_cell{i,2}(1,j));  

            f1 = Fused_frame{i,3}{beta_cell{i,2}(1,j),1}; 
            f2 = Fused_frame{i+1,3}{indx,1}; 
            w1 = Fused_frame{i,2}{beta_cell{i,2}(1,j),1};  
            w2 = Fused_frame{i+1,2}{indx,1}; 
           [x fval] = emd(f1', f2', w1', w2', @gdf);      
end 
end 
    d_val{i,1} = beta_cell{i+1,1}; % frame no of i+1 frame 
    d_val{i,2} = 1-fval; 
    d_val{i,3} = 1-(sum(d_val{i,2})/length(fval)); % AD^(t+1) 
end 

 
a =  [d_val{:,3}]>=0.5;%anomalous frame nos. having d_val>thhreshold  
an_fr = []; 
for i = 1:size(beta_cell,1)-2 
 

 if a(1,i)==1 
        an_fr = [an_fr;d_val{i,1}]; 
 end 
 

end 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


